24 October 2023

REACH-SVHC Compliance Declaration

Dear Valued Customer,

In accordance with Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals–Substance of Very High Concern (REACH-SVHC), the requirements for REACH-SVHC compliance is flowed to and confirmed as accepted by all suppliers.

MicroStrain by HBK thereby certifies that all of the components used to manufacture sensor devices do not contain substances in excess of 0.1% by weight of a SVHC that are listed in Candidate List of substances of very high concern for Authorisation - ECHA (europa.eu) and are in compliance with REACH.

All MicroStrain by HBK sensing devices are developed using a defined new product introduction design process that ensures continued REACH compliance and flow-downs to our suppliers.

Yours sincerely,

Bradley Osborne
Quality Manager